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Abstract
Special education and treatment methods in the early ages are the keys to relieving Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) symptoms. These smart clothing items ‘TellMe’ are designed to treat ASD symptoms in boys by encouraging them to speak out and express themselves while playing with and enjoying the clothing. Therapeutic functions, including different types of sensors (a flexible film-like pressure sensor, a light sensor, and a motion sensor) and actuators (LEDs, a DC motor, and a vibration motor), are incorporated to the clothing. By playing with the interactive robot characters on the clothing, such as speaking into the microphone or activating the sensors and other actuators, a child wearing the garment can naturally learn and practice how to express his feelings, emotions, and opinions.
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Concept
The number of children on Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) keeps increasing and has become a serious problem [1]. About 1 in 68 children has been diagnosed as ASD [2]. Children with ASD can be treated and relieved through the efforts of parents’ and teachers’ caring and education in their early ages 2-5 before they fully develop the language ability [3, 4]. ASD symptoms involve three common behaviors: a) difficulties with social interaction, such as avoiding eye contact with others, showing indifference to people, and difficulties expressing and sharing feelings and emotions with others; b) delays in language development, such as not talking much or difficulty speaking in sentences; and c) behavioral problems, such as focusing on one thing and an inability to
change their interests [5, 6]. It is easier to identify these symptoms after the child becomes able to talk. ASD experts suggest that parents build up their attachments with children by playing with the child [7]. The clothing items ‘TellMe’ were especially developed for children with under-responsive sensory processing problems, rather than hyposensitive symptoms. The symptoms can be treated and relieved with education throughout daily life over a long period. However, there is a lack of research on developing products for children with ASD. Therefore, this smart clothing has been designed to treat children with ASD symptoms by encouraging them to speak out and expressing their feelings and emotions while playing with the clothing. This will help parents, designers, doctors, and psychologists understand ASD and their treatment better. These small, initial steps are expected to bring larger improvements.

**Technology**

Electronic parts were added that will encourage the children to speak and express their feelings, emotions, and opinions. Different types sensors (flexible film-like touch/pressure sensor, light sensor, and motion sensor); actuators (LEDs, DC motor, vibration motor); and a 3V coin cell and 9V battery were added. All of the electronic parts are miniature-sized for clothing applications. A microphone and a speaker were added to encourage the child to speak out while playing with the top. When talking on the microphone, which is placed on the right wrist, the speaker on the low chest side makes the sounds louder. When the child touches the pressure sensor, the DC motor and vibration motor will activate to express his feelings and emotions. If the child touches the light sensor on the top or the pressure sensor on the cap, LEDs will light up. Each sensor and actuator was incorporated into the characters to symbolize special abilities on the top. By playing with the sense-interactive clothing, the child will be able to learn and express his feelings, emotions, and opinions. This clothing is expected to provide fun experiences and improve the child’s confidence in expressing themselves, as well as help

**Execution**

**Design Development**

The top and the cap were developed for boys aged 2–5 who show significant autistic behaviors and need treatment [3]. The top was designed as a casual top for comfort in daily life. The color of the top is bluish-gray, which can be matched with various colors of bottoms. The top is hand-dyed with blue color to create a soft, natural, and casual look. The pattern was developed using a flat patternmaking technique, and raglan sleeves were applied to the top in order to allow comfortable arm movements. The hemlines of the top are longer than those in the front, so that the children can move and bend their upper bodies without worrying about showing their innerwear. Soft fabrics were chosen to avoid skin irritation and to provide psychological relief. The cotton fabric, which is resistant to heat, was applied to avoid fabric damage by heat, which may be caused by the battery after long-term usage. The cotton fabric also provides comfort by absorbing sweat and it is durable for ironing at high temperatures. Stretchable rip fabrics were integrated into the neckline and cuffs for ease of removal and comfortable movement. The cap style is casual and matches the top and other varied designs. Images of the robot character’s face are integrated into the top. Cotton fabric is also used because of its heat resistance, comfort, and ease of care.
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Characters Development
The majority of children on ASD lack social interactions and confidence [8, 9]. It is expected that wearing the clothing would help the children to express different emotions. Therefore, the robot characters which are the one of most popular prints of boys’ clothing were created to symbolize the special abilities that children on ASD need to improve. The created robot characters are Speakerbot, Joybot, and Nobot. Speakerbot (top left on Figure 2) is talented at speaking and good at verbal communications. Joybot (top right on Figure 2), symbolizes positive feelings and emotions, such as joyfulness, excitement, happiness, as well as agreement with an issue. Nobot (bottom middle on Figure 2) expresses negative feelings and emotions, such as sadness, disinterest, or disappointment, as well as disagreement with an issue. By playing with these robot characters, such as by speaking into the microphone or activating sensors and other actuators, a child wearing the garment can naturally learn and practice how to express his feelings, emotions, and opinions.

Figure 1. ‘TellMe’: Therapeutic smart clothing for children with ASD

Technology Application
The robot characters were thermally transferred onto the top and electronic parts were embedded to the prints (Figure 3). The configurations of the electronic parts were divided onto both sides for weight balance, as well as to maximize movement ranges in the upper body and arms. For ease of use and care, all of the electronic parts are detachable, so that the top can easily be machine washed and dried to protect against bacterial infection for children who may have weak immune systems. Small pockets, snap buttons, and specially designed inner-tunnels were applied to the top. The mini-microphone is located on the right wrist, so that the child can easily speak into the microphone by folding his arm when playing with the top. As for the
cap, the smiling lips will light up with LEDs (Figure 4) when the motion sensor senses any movements near the eye prints such as touching the print.
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